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EDITORIAL

WHY DO WE CALL
OURSELVES FRIENDS OF i
THE SOVIET PEOPLE?
Many younger comrades ask us as

to why we call ourselves Friends of
the Soviet People - since there is no
longer the Union Soviet Socialist
Republics - the USSR?

We are convinced that this is
historically correct. Since 1917 -
after the October Revolution until
1991 the Soviet Union existed and
all the people who lived there were
Soviet Citizens.

Suppose Canada ceased
suddenly to exist, we would still call
ourselves Canadians. From 1917 to
1991 the USSR covered one sixth of
the earth’s surface. The birthplace
of Socialism will forever be the
USSR - the glorious shining
example for the rest of humanity -
and its people will forever be Soviet
People.

The Canadian Friends of the
Soviet People is affiliated to the
International Council for Friendship
and Solidarity with the Soviet
People and its published organ -
Northstar Compass - in English,
French, Russian, Spanish and
Nepalese.

We are the unifying force in
order to solidify and coordinate the
anti-imperialist forces over the world
with the ongoing and growing
movement To resurrect the Soviet ;
Union as a Socialist State again.

U.S. BEHAVING LIKE
AN INSANE WORLD
POWER

■ HOW AMERICAN CNN TV
NETWORK FALSIFIED IRAN'S
LEADER'S INTERVIEW
Prensa Latina -Sept. 30, 2013

It is confirmed now by the office of
President Hassam Rowhani of Iran,
that the President of Iran never used
the word "holocaust” in his
interview with the CNN Television
Network when he was in New York
attending the 68th UN General
Assembly.

Iranian government charged
that the dialogue between the
President and CNN had additions,
distortions and conceptual
interpretations that were completely
false.

BY D R. EDWARD HERMAN
Voice of Russia, Sept. 24, 2013

US is behaving like the Nazis did in
1930s and 1940s and now United
States is out of control - it’s
engaging in war after war, violating
all international laws, and the US
considers itself above all laws.
Although it considers itself the
richest country in the world but it’s
having great trouble feeding its own
citizens while pretending to be the
richest country in the world, while
preparing for another war against
Syria.

The US is in a financialcrisis, it is
cutting back on all public
expenditures, on Food Stamps, on
schools and other essential services
-gung-ho preparing for another war.

The Military industrial complex in
the US and its affiliates are pressing
for war. You have the powerful and
influential pro-lsrael Lobby in
Washington - and Israel sets the
policy that Syria is their enemy as
well as Iran is their mortal enemy.
When Iraq was attacked it was on
strong Israel lobby that Iraq’s WMD
were aimed only at Israel.

CNN translation was not only
false but a fabrication and
forgery...and it will be found out as
what Lobby was instrumental in
these falsehoods... and what
political gain was the only purpose!

WE EXPRESS OUR
CONDOLENCES TO

COMRADES ANGELO
D’ANGELO AND GEORGE
GRUETHAL ON THE LOSS I

OF THEIR MOTHERS.
I
I

From
FRIENDS AND COMRADES
IN THE INDIANA DISTRICT

USAI I***W
On behalf of the International |

Council for Friendship and |
Solidarity with the Soviet J
People and the Editorial

Board of NSC we express I
■ our deep sorrow on the loss I

of both of your Mothers.
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NEWS, DIGEST, COMMENTS

0 BY THE
ris Hedges

Yours truly
Uncle Sam

“Hey
Vladimir!

FROM NEW YORK
USA

ZIONIST ISRAEL HAS BEEN POIS
PSYCHOSIS OF PERMANENT WAR!

We know that
we (NATO)
can depend
on you to
carry out to
build
Western
Democracy
in Russia!"

2013
Laureates

opposition to
measures Dr Angelo D'Angelo

UFSP

/ will defend this West-
sponsored democracy by
all means that will be
necessary!

n response to those who claim that
they are pro-communist but anti-
Stalin I suggest that you go to a

■ primary source on that time - mainly
to the diary of former US
Ambassador to the USSR during the
trails. Joseph Davies was appointed
by US President Roosevelt

. from1937 to the early 1940s. He
was one on the many international
observers at those trials.

In his diary "Mission to Moscow11.
Davis ciearly stated that he saw
absolutely nothing at the trial which
would indicate any forced
confessions by the defendants.

Davis also shows facts that were
many "Fifth Columns” existing in
those countries being targeted by
‘he German Nazis -this is something
that is deliberately left out by the
anti-Soviet historians.

The-USSR was alone in not
having any such Fifth Columnist
formations since (according to
□avis} those trials smashed the Fifth
Columns of the followers of

Buchann and Trotsky
To ignore the evidence of

conspiracy between the Axis
powers and those within the Soviet
Union Government who wanted to
topple
replace
clients"
satellite
current bourgeois hatred of Stalin to
overlook the historical and
undisputed facts'

/ was a Communist - but I saw
the light comingfron\the
West and
became
an Anti
Stalinist. .

’ nis condemnation by the Nobel
Prize Laureates was .released
on Nov ember 9

Ail these
expressed their
such punitive
Thomas Schelling (2005) Alvin
Roth (2012) Gary Becker (1992)
Robert Lucas (1995) Kenneth
Arrow (1972

They criticized the Western
Powers since Iran is developing
nuclear power for peaceful
economic purposes Western
oowers have no tangible proof
tor their allegations.

NOBEL PRIZE
LAUREATES CRITICIZE
IRAN SANCTIONS
PRENSA LATINA

THIS IS
MY

DEMOCRACY

Stalin by all means and
themselves as compliant
in a pro-Nazi German

formation - is allow the



NEWS FROM FORMER USSR
............................... —.................................. ! J................................................................................— —

OVER 60% OF RUSSIANS WANT TO RETURN RACK TO THE
SOVIET UNION AND RACK TO SOCIALISM

IN A SURVEY TAKEN OF 1,000 PEOPLE BY RUSSIA’S PUBLIC OPINION FOUNDATION (FOM)
OVER 60% WANTED COMMUNIST SYSTEM BACK

TWENTY YEARS AFTER
THE COUNTER
REVOLUTION IN THE
SOVIET UHIOH
French Marxist Leninist Magazine
"Communist Initiative" on USSR

Twenty-two years after the
success of the counterOrevolution in
the USSR, Ruben Tovmasayan,
Secretary General of the Armenian
Communist Party, reflected on the
reasons and results of this event in
an interview with the French
publication “Initiative Communiste" -
(July-August 2013).

Tovmasyan called the dissolution
c-: trie Soviet Union by Gorbachev 

with' the assistance if Shevernadze,
Yakovlev and many others was a
“Grand Treason” - since over 76 per
cent of Soviet people of the USSR
voted in favor on maintaining the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The results which many people
called a “collapse" was just a
dissolution: of the country. This
was the planned end sought by the
United States, Britain and Germany
- and it was successful because of
the “limited thinking" of Gorbachev.

Tovmasayen said that he was in
agreement with the do-called
"Committee of State Emergency" |
that struggled to preserves the ;
Soviet Union (and replace
Gorbachev from the leadership of
the USSR). But this Committee
lacked the determination and 

courage to complete the task of
saving the USSR - and it failed to
establish solid links and
revolutionary steps at that time.
Wwith the people. Instead, these so-
called “communists" were able to
profit from the situation and
achieved their ends by these so-
called "democratic “ methods.

Gorbachev and his clique
defamed and entire Soviet
generation - its future as well as it
past .He accomplished willingly
what had been impossible during
the Great Patriotic War - to break
and defeat the Soviet people.

What has this 22nd Anniversary
of Armenian independence brought
to Armenia? Poverty, destruction of
our industry, science and education
- it forced the farmers from their
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and nto misery. growing
- ~.ig'ahor! unemployment

degradation of our culture and
ongoing misery

Our party always stated that this
O'esent capitalist system is
dishonesty and it must be saved by
"aoonaiization of the strategic
sectors of the economy and only by
Socaiism

The perpetrators of these crime
Gorbachev and his cohorts must

be brought before a people court
and sentenced

NATO HOLDING WAR
GAMES IN THE BALTIC
From Russia Information Agency
NOVOSTI
October 28 2013

Over 6 000 NATOs 28 member
states participated in the - Exercise
Steadfast Jazz - which took place in
Poland last November 2 -3-4-5- 6

The purpose of these war games
s to test the control elements of
NATO Response Force to any
threat by Russia in the Baltic area

Article 5 of NATO states that any
military threat against Poland.
Latvia Lithuania and Estonia is a
threat against all of the 28
member countries of NATO.

UNITED STATES IS A
HYPOCRISY
BY NIKOLAI RENINKOV -
Russia

The US is a hypocrisy, |
claiming that it promoted i
‘reedom and equality for all the I
people they have been the
proponents of racism since j
colonial times! During the :
colonial period tens of millions ;
of Native Americans were
enslaved slaughtered and i
forced from their land and homes
to Indian Reservations’1, where
they are confined to this day.

Slavery was imposed on most |
African Americans from 1619 to
1865. But they still did not ;

FROM SOCHI-CRIMEA
RUSSIA 

Greetings Helen and Michael.
I wish you strength and success in our comm struggles and for

regularly sending me Northstar Compass
Less and less days remain until the official opening of the Winter

Olympics More and more anti -Putting meetings are held President
Putin has now banned the celebration by Russian peoples of the
November 7" Great October Revolution celebrations - this is the first
such ban again this celebration since 1917'

He is evicting thousands of construction workers from Sochi, those
who were constructing the Olympics This is sad since all of these
workers were from the former Soviet Republics

There are now thousands of peoples protest signatures against Putin
and prices for goods for the people are skyrocketing

Enclosed are many photo albums of former USSR and the life of the
Soviet People in Crimea. Georgia and Stalingrad Enclosed is a photo of
protest against the banning of November 7th
NOVEMBEB 7TH IS OUR CELEBRATION

Zanaiida E Umanoska

achieve true freedom 1968
During World War II. 127,000

Asian Americans were placed
into Internment Camps, similar to
the Concentration Camps in
Nazi Germany

How can this American
Government advocate freedom
and placed its own citizens into
camps, nearly a mirror image of
enemy that it is fighting against?

Today thousands of
Americans of Muslim faith is
discriminated against
due to the actions of a small
group of extremists. Not only
minorities in the US are affected,
but also most of the American
population.

The action of the National
Security Agency has tapped into
millions of cell phones and
seized e-mails of the American
people. The US Federal
Government has violated the
Constitution of the US and the
Fourth Amendment.

The United States
Government had aooroved

deadly Drone Strikes, to kill
foreigners and Americans if they
are “suspe-'-ed terrorists" -
without any -eed to confirm ■
(heir treasc us acts. These
Drone Strike iave killed scores
of innoc people in
Afghanistan nd Pakistan-



COTTON SLAVERY TODAY IN
UZBEKISTAN
MILLIONS - ONCLUDING CHILDREN ARE FORC ED
TO HARVEST COTTON CROP FOR LITTLE OR NO
PAY- Many adults have committee suicide

SOVIET UZBEKISTAN BEFORE
WAS A PROSPEROUS SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC IN THE USSR NOW IT

ONLY SERVES IMPERIALISM!
The present government of Uzbekistan , headed by
President Islam Karimov is being denounced by many
international human rights organizations as well by UN
Committee for practicing forced slavery in order to
produce immense profits for all the foreign
corporations - (besides his own pocket.

Most of the cotton that is licked by slave labour -
about 70 per cent is shipped to China or Bangladesh -
two of the worlds largest garment exporters
Kazakhstan is the fifth largest exporter of cotton in the
world. The Uzbekistan Government earns $1 BILLION
(US) EACH YEAR!

The Uzbek authorities force public sector workers as
well as children into the cotton fields They are
threatened with physical violence d or loss of jobs, while
some are publicly humiliated Many cases of s suicides
are reported during the cotton harvest period

Most of the cotton pickers live in filthy barracks
without clean water- they miss work and school and
become sick of overwork if they do not fulfill their daily
quota - and they get a bout $1 Dollar per day.

When Uzbekistan was part of the USSR, it was one of
the most prosperous Soviet Republics with a high
standard of living and education. Under capitalism it has
sunk to the status of a third world country - in spite of the
government pulling in $1- Billion per year.

NSC ASKS.THIS QUESTION?

If Chinese and Russian leaders know this situation -
then why there is no outcry - as it PROFITS in spite o
SLAVERY?

All industries, agriculture and cultural
enterprises are privatized. The foreign
ownership of the means of production
made Uzbekistan a thid world country.

PERESTROIKA BECAME DESTROYKA!



LARGE DEMONSTRATIONS WERE HELD TO CELEBRATE THE GREAT '
NOVEMBER SOCIALIST REVOLUTION AU OVER FORMER SOVIET USSR ;



HERE ARE SOME PHOTOS OF HOW THE RUSSIAN POLICE HAHDLED THE
PEACEFUL DEMONSRATIONS ON ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OCTORER SOCIALIST REVOLUTION ___



ON 60” ANNIVERSARY OF THE MURDER OF
1V.STAUN

THESE ARE STALIN'S FIVE
GREAT ACHIEVEMENTS

by Arlen Tracey

a society which is divided into hostile classes,
•ne views of these classes regarding history will
ne contradictory In modern capitalist society,
■~ie historical views and analysis that present the
~terests of the bourgeoisie prevail in popular

■^edia public discourse, and education. They
are propagated at the expense of those views
"iat reflect the actual nature of reality and thus

serve the interests of the proletariat and human
progress

s for this reason that Stalin, more than any
ther revolutionary leader of the proletariat

s demonized Stalin is not demonized for his
political ideology, or for any particularly strong
.erbiage against the ruling class Rather. Stalin is
demonized endlessly for his real achievements
for the working class

.‘/natever criticisms can be raised of Stalin from
Anatever sector of the proletarian movement, it
cannot be disputed that Stalin’s achievements

advancement of socialism on a world scale
are unprecedented This is the primary reason
■ e is demonized in the modern bourgeois press,
a>i other reasons being secondary

During the period when Stalin led the Soviet
Union humanity moved toward communism in
;erms of millennia, (1) Stalin led the construction
of a socialist economy; (2) he successfully
divided the united front" of the imperialists
against the USSR; (3) he rid the world of fascism
and brought down Japanese imperialism; (4)
he expanded the socialist camp from a single
country to encompassing one-thirds of the
human race; and (5) he also greatly expanded
and aided the Black Liberation movement in the
United States.

These acts are unprecedented victories for the
proletariat, and also unprecedented defeats for
the bourgeoisie. No other leader has achieved

10 / ' ' • ■

so much in terms of real human progress In
the words of Jesus Christ, if you can ‘know him
by his fruits”, Stalin measures up as one of the
greatest heroes among the global working class
movement, by all honest measures.

Whatever his limitations, his achievements
stand far above any other leader in history.

1. The Construction of a Socialist Economy

Prior to Stalin, the idea that the means of
production could be held in common resulting
in the creation of vast material abundance
was only abstract theory Marx explained the
efficiency of socialism and historical path toward
its achievement Lenin led the 1917 Russian
Revolution, and forged the first working class
state.

However, it was not until 1928 that Lenin s
economic definition of Socialism, i.e. “Soviet
power plus electrification” became realized

Stalin led the USSR in enacting the first “Five
Year Plan This resulted in a great expansion
of socialist economic power; in reversing the
continuing excesses of the New Economic
Policy; and creating a system with 91% of all
economic activity under public control. With the
Five Year Plan, Stalin led the Soviet people in
building a mighty socialist fortress Electricity,
running water, literacy, and food security was
brought to the people of the Soviet Union.

The' collectivization of agriculture, despite the
often exaggerated hardship of its earliest years,
resulted in an end to starvation and hunger in
the Soviet society. The collective farm system
that was forged was vastly superior to any other
agriculture model in history.

In a few short years after the first of the “Five
Year Plans, the Soviet Union was an industrial
power on par with the United States and all other
imperialists The economic efficiency of socialism
was proven With no unemployment, no labor
power was wasted; all soviet citizens, from the
smallest child, to the oldest woman contributed
to the collective economic expansion with every
act of labor. No surplus vah '-? was created
from their labor, and the tasks ' irried out were
assigned based on a central n, collectively
drawn up.

With no competing Industrie1 services, no 



advertising, and none of capitalism's useless
professions and none of capitalism’s various
wasteful necessities, all efforts were put toward
the construction of a new world Medical care.
education, and all the things never before
achieved in the dark days of the Russian "prison
house of nations” became reality in the USSR
in a brief period of time.

Women joined socialist construction alongside
of men. The world’s largest hydro-electrical
power plant was built The world’s most efficient
system of tractor production was created. The
Red Army expanded from being a militia of
muskets and country rifles, to being the force
that drove the Wehrmacht from the earth.

Stalin s leadership of the USSR began with a
peasant economy of ox drawn plows, and ended
with spacecraft, legendary military superiority,
and a feeling of unprincipled terror on the part of
the ruling the classes of this earth.

The successful economic model of the Five
Year Plan was copied and repeated around the
world. The Chinese, the Koreans, the Cubans,
and the peoples of Eastern Europe after their
liberation repeated this successful economic
model of construction.

The model involves full employment, broad
discussion, and centralized economic planning.
It is the “command economy” so demonized
and despised by capitalists and revisionists. It
has nothing in common with the various “mixed
economy” schemes of Tito and Deng Xiaoping.
it contains none of blunders involved in the “de-
Stalinization” efforts of Khrushchev. Unlike all of
these horrific revisions of the socialist ideal, it
was and is an economically successful model.

The USSR collapsed after years of revisionist
meddling with this economic model.
Khrushchev’s “virgin land campaign", the
various, rightly named “de-Stalinization efforts”,
and ultimately the open suicide of "Perestroika,"
brought down the powerful machine of Stalin’s
genius construction.

There is now no ■■ :,.'t that Socialism works as an
economic sysf • ■' n proved this by making
it work. Only s.orical falsification and
mis-educatic • •)-. claim “Communism
is a good id lactice.”

There is to improve upon 

the model he created but the ideas purported
by revisionists about the necessity of market
mechanisms” or the need for a combination of
“cooperative, private, and public industries in
a socialist society is not based in any historical
facts

The Soviet economic experiment was repeated
in Democratic Korea* in Cuba in China and in
Eastern Europe The construction of socialism
has been a success by each and every possible
measure of societal health.

Even liars like Robert Conquest spend their
thousands of pages, not trying to deny the
economic miracle of socialism, but rather
spreading rumors and testimonials about political
repression. All honest analysis of Socialist
Construction shows it to be overwhelmingly
successful

2. Splitting the Imperialist Camp prior to the
Second World War

During the early 1930s, a slogan of the
Communist International was “Stop Imperialist
War.” There was a universal understanding
among all of society, that the war that was
looming would involve all the imperialist powers
jointly attacking the Soviet Union, in order to
restore capitalism. Such a war had taken place
immediately following the 1917 seizure of power,
and it was expected to resume throuohout the
entire decade of the 1930s, as the capitalist
economy crashed and the “bailout’ of war profits
was yearned for.

The example of Stalin’s first great achievement
in socialist construction could not be tolerated
by the world bourgeoisie. It proved before the
entire world that there was no need for the
capitalist parasite class, and their existence was
merely an impediment to human progress.

The bourgeoisie was united in its hope to smash
the USSR. However, Stalin broke this unity,
saving the USSR from assured destruction, and
unraveling several links in the world capitalist
empire in the process.

The German Fascist Adolph Hitler, went to the
Vatican immediately after assuming power in
1933 and requested a “holy crusade against
Bolshevism.” Hitler’s request expressed the
wishes of both his fascist allies in Spain and
Italy, as well as his appeasers in Britain, France, 



and the United States

The brilliance of Stalin was his ability, between
1933 ana 1939 when the war began, to divide
the imperialist camp In doing so, when the Anti-
Soviet war finally broke out, the United States
and Bntain were on the side of the Soviet people
against the fascists, and Soviet power was only
forced to defeat German, Japanese, and Italian
imperialism This was itself a great difficulty, and
if these forces had combined with the British and
U S Imperialists socialism might have been
squashed entirely

revisionism The Comintern’s popular front.
engineered by Dmitrov and Stalin, was a tactic
for defending the USSR Revisionism is anti-
proletanan ideology.

During the Cold War period, the Khruschevite
Revisionists openly surrendered to all
imperialists. They never had the diplomatic
brilliance of sowing disunity among the enemy
camp. The Khrushchevites rather, sowed
disunity among the Socialist camp, by attacking
China and Albania, and embracing all-out class
traitors like Tito.

However the opposite occurred.

Stalin learned from the tactics of the ruling
ciass who so effectively learned to have Social-
Democrats turn their guns on Communists, and
Anarchists turn their guns on both Communists
and Social-Democrats The tactics used by
COINTELPRO against the Black Panther Party,
of dividing and creating false rivalries, were
utilized by Stalin against the competing capitalist
impenahst powers

By 1939. an entire half of the ‘world united front
against Communism.” was convinced it was
part of the "world united front against fascism,”
with pulls from all sides, confusing it.

'he popular front, numerous calls for a “world
democratic coalition", and finally the Molotov-
Ribbentrop Pact divided and confused the
mpenalist camp to no end. By arranging for.
the imperialists to fight amongst themselves,
and not engage in joint anti-Soviet aggression,
Stalin was able to help ensure the victory of the
Soviet people in the Anti-Fascist war.

Stalin played upon the great weakness of the
capitalist economy, that being its fundamental
divisive and competitive nature. The monopoly
capitalist bourgeoisie, despite having united
historical class interests, cannot have joint short
term economic interests. Between sectors of
the monopoly bourgeoisie there will always be
contradictory financial interests.

However, among the ranks of the proletariat,
the economic interest is fundamentally similar.
Differences among the proletarian movement
are strategic only as they struggle for the
liberation of their class.

The popular front should not be confused with 

The Khruschevite Revisionists saw “socialism
n one country”, not as a great achievement
and temporary victory in a global working class
seizure of power, but as a permanent fixture
which they expected the imperialists to respect.
The doctrine of “Peaceful Co-Existence”,
despite sounding similar to the ideology
proclaimed during the popular front, lacks the
Popular Front’s temporality and strategic nature.
Khruschevite revisionism views capitalism as
an eternal system, to be “coexisted with” while
socialist countries “peacefully compete” with it
in a “world market.”

Such verbiage of poisonous treason and
surrender to the working class never entered
Stalin’s political vocabulary. His treaties,
negotiations, and agreements with imperialism
were always temporary.

3. The defeat of Hitlerite Fascism and
Japanese Imperialism

The Soviet Union, by all historical accounts, was
the decisive factor in the defeat of fascism and
Japanese Imperialism. The battle of Stalingrad
is considered to have been the turning point
of the war in Europe The Red Army marched
through Europe, liberating concentration camps
and executing Nazis,

Anti-Fascist resistance forces in France, Italy,
Germany, Romania, Yugoslavia, Albania,
and elsewhere were Communist led almost
exclusively. The Communists of China were
the main forces in defeating Ja' an. All of these
global communist revolution ries received
direction from Stalin and Co; unist Party of
the Soviet Union.

The brilliance of Stalin’s sec achievement
of dividing the enemy camp v omplimented 



by his ability to unleash bravery and heroism on
the part of the Soviet people

When Napoleon invaded Czarist Russia, it was
the winter that turned him back, while many
peasants greeted him as a liberator from the
feudal aristocracy.

But when Hitler invaded the Soviet Union,
purposely seeking to avoid the Russian winter
learning from Napoleon’s error, he was driven
backward. Every Soviet person was a loyal
soldier. There was no separation between the
people and the standing army, only a united,
working class together fighting a “great patriotic 

country on earth was ruled as a Dictatorship of
the Proletariat However, at the time of his death.
1/3 of the human race lived under Socialism.

Stalin’s aid, insights, and support of Mao Zedong
was key in the victory of the Chinese Red Army

The Red Army, directed by Stalin, liberated
Eastern Europe from Nazism. The “Peoples
Democracies” soon became Socialist states, led
by Marxist-Leninists whom Stalin had trained

Kim II Sung received personal instruction and
training from Stalin, and soon led Democratic
Korea, driving the U.S. troops from the northern
half of the peninsula.

The only traitors in the Soviet Union were
among the bureaucracy and high ranks of the
military. The much hailed traitors who went over
to the Nazis were not workers, but well paid,
non-ideological officials who saw that Nazi
imperialists offered higher wages than did the
proletariat.

One wonders how horribly the Great Patriotic
War would have been, if figures like Bukharin
-..who openly opposed socialist construction
as the “right opposition” and aligned with the
“American Exceptionalists” like Jay Lovestone
in the U.S., had remained high ranking party
members.

Such “anti-dogmatists” and “economic
gradualists”, who openly opposed Socialist
construction,- might very well have been effective
in bringing about much greater treason on the
part of the military and economic bureaucracy
in the USSR.

It was the Soviet working class and peasantry,
and their champion, “the man of steel" who won
the war. A better case for rectification campaigns
and cultural revolutions of future socialist
countries could not be made. Stalin’s purges of
disloyal “bloc of rights and Trotskyites” within
the soviet government are likely what led to the
victory over fascism.

4. Expanding Lb

During the time
working class
great numbe
the leadersb ,

In the “Korean War", the Soviet Union, People’s
Korea, Eastern Europe, and China all joined
together against the U.S. imperialists Such
united action on the part of socialist governments
is historically unknown. Only Tito’s Yugoslavia
opposed this war for Korean Liberation and
Self-Determination.

Since then, no effort has ever commanded such
a high level of global unity. Such unity rendered
McArthur’s threats of nuclear war completely
flaccid. Socialist global power was too strong.

1/3 of humanity lived under socialist
governments, directed by Marxist-Leninists
parties, Africa awakened in response, with an
upsurge of anti-colonial revolts. Vietnam soon
began the drive toward re-unity.

Even a section of Germany, a foreign mighty
imperialist power, began the construction of
Socialism as the “German Democratic Republic.”

How can the person who expanded Socialism
from the impoverished, Soviet republic of the
“New Economic Policy” to this level of strength
be dismissed as anything but a Communist of
the greatest possible caliber?

5. Aid to the Black Liberation Struggle in the
U.S.

No world leader outside of the United States
has played as key a role in the Black Liberation
struggle in the U.S. as did Stalin. By making
clear his unapologetic and unrepentant anti
racism, Stalin turned the Soviet Union into a key
weapon against Jim Crow Apartheid.

> ' ' .iialist Camp

. . the countries where the
■cal power multiplied by

of Stalin’s assuming
■.lunist Party, only one
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’he Soviet people had huge demonstrations in
Red Square for the Scottsboro Nine, a group of
Biack youth falsely accused of rape who faced
me death penalty The mother of one of the
Scottsboro nine toured the USSR exposing the
■lonors of Jim Crow and Lynching in the U.S
South

• t were not for Stalin the Black Liberation
movement in the U S. would be much weaker,
and never have achieved anything near what it
has achieved today

If it were not for Stalin, China would never have
nad a revolution and be a world economic power
as it is today.

If it were not for Stalin, the Anti-Imperialist
movements in Africa, Asia, and Latin America
would never have nsen to be so powerful.

if it were notfor Stalin there would be no Congress
of Industrial Organizations in the United States
or Social Securitv. or unemployment insurance
If it were not for Stalin the social-democratic
governments of Europe would not have been
forced to grant concessions like National
Healthcare or Free University Education.

Stalin was a rare kind of individual who affects
history like no other.

The fact that so many modern Marxist-Leninists
attack and demonize him is a tragedy. If the
modern revolutionary movement wishes to
advance and regain the strength it had during
Stalin's time, we must embrace, study, and learn
from the man who got us there.

So much about the man is unclear and unknown
Even the smallest details about his life are
relatively unknown, frequently falsified, and
unclear.

What is clear is that the man was Josef V. Stalin.
The world shook due to his endless achievements
for all downtrodden and oppressed people.

Stalin wrote extensively on the National
Question, and while he led the international
communist movement, the view of Black
people in the U.S. as a Nation was universally
understood and upheld.

Leaflets circulated among southern workers,
14

Black and white, which spoke of the USSR as
the ‘new north” and Stalin as “the new Lincoln

South Carolina was in a state of Civil War
as sharecroppers battled Klansmen and the
National Guardsmen. Armed struggle rocked
Gastonia.

Angelo Herndon, a Black y became
the world famous leader of E Southern
Communists in the United State.1:

Share-croppers unions were forged, despite the
refusal of the American Federation of Labor to
aid these historic efforts.



Paul Robeson spoke extensively of how the
Soviet Union was the great friend of Black
people in the U.S.

revisionist politics that dominated the . USSR
beginning in 1956, as well as the Trotskyists
and Revisionism that dominated the U.S. left.

ihe dream of a Negro Soviet Republic" filled
the lips of Black freedom fighters, long before

the Republic of New Afrika” was formed. The
Communist Party embraced the demand for
right to independence in the Black Belt, with
land being provided to the descendants of
slaves to hold in common under a Communist
government. This is the dream that countless
armed Black revolutionaries in the United States
died for in battles with the police and the Ku Klux
Klan.

The Communist Party in the U.S., while
upholding and practicing the political line Stalin
put forward, was the key anti-racist organization
of the time It put forward the political line of
“Organize the South.” “Right to vote clubs”,
the League of Southern Youth, the National
Negro Congress and many other Communist-
led antiracist organizations pushed civil rights
forward before Martin Luther King was even
born.

Even during the dark days of McCarthyism,
when the Communists in the U.S. were weak
and isolated, Stalin was key in aiding the Black
liberation movement. The lynching of EmmittTill
became known worldwide because the Soviet
Union, even after Stalin’s death, projected it
across the world, showing the ugly racism that
existed within the belly of U.S. Imperialism.

Long before Martin Luther King, and the other
civil rights leaders whom the U.S. history books
have sanitized, were figures like Harry Haywood,
James Ford, Claudia Jones, and Paul Robeson.
All of them remain outside of U.S. historical
narratives because they were unrepentant
Marxist-Leninists, who saw Stalin as he was, a
great hero and friend of all oppressed people.

The National Negro Labor Congress, a long
forgotten revolutionary Black organization
was key in fighting for integration in Northern
industrial centers.

Over a dec? io after Stalin's death, in Detroit,
when Black A1. -Workers formed the Dodge
Revolutionar „n Movement (DRUM) they
rightfully err Stalin. His portrait hung
in their ofii hey loudly rejected the

The Black Panther Party also embraced Stalin,
rejecting both Trotskyite and Khruschevite
Revisionism. The ideology of Lenin, Stalin, and
Mao was on the lips of Huey Newton, Eldridge
Cleaver, and Bobby Seale as they built the world
historic organization which shook the world.

Stalin's program of winning liberation for the
Black Belt South was embraced by the Black
Liberation Movement long after his time. In every
printed edition of “Final Call”, the Nation of Islam
proclaims their demand for a national territory
inspired by Stalin Malcolm X’s finest speeches
contain references to “the struggle for land.”

While Khrushchev sought to restrain the world
revolution with “peaceful co-existence”, the last
speeches of Stalin surged with enthusiasm for
world Communist revolution. The “Stalinists"
in the United States were always the closest
friends of the Black Liberation movement. The
Trotskyists snubbed the Black Revolutionary
movement as “narrow nationalism" and
“lumpenism.” The revisionists sought to
subordinate the struggle of Black people to the
Democratic Party.

At anti-war rallies it was the Revolutionary
Youth Movement, the Weathermen, and other
Stalinists who always raised support for the
Black Panthers. When the Trotskyist thugs in
the National Mobilization to End the War would
try to confiscate pro-Black Liberation Placards,
the crowds would fight them off with makeshift
clubs while chanting “Every Chicken Needs A
Pot’ Every Icepick Needs A Trot!”
There is not a person on this earth who is not
personally affected by Stalin’s greatness.

If it were not for Stalin, fascism would have wor
the Second World War.
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OPEN FORUM

THE BIRTH OF THE DE-AMERICANIZED WORLD
By PETER ESCOBAR
Anti-Imperialist News

This is it China has had enough. The i
'diplomatic) gloves are off. It's time to •
build a “de-Americanized" world. It's
time for a "new international reserve
currency' to replace the US dollar.

■ it’s ali here, in a Xinhua editorial,
straight from the dragon's mouth. And
‘he year is only 2013. Fasten your seat
belts - and that applies especially to
the Washington elites, it’s gonna be a

; bumpy ride.

Long gone are the Deng Xiaoping
days of “keeping a low profile". The
Xinhua editorial summarizes the straw
that broke the dragon’s back - the

j current US shutdown. After the Wall
Street-provoked financial crisis, after
the war on Iraq, a “befuddled world",

. and not only China, wants change.

This paragraph couldn't be more
■ graphic:

Instead of honoring its duties as
a responsible leading power, a self-

' serving Washington has abused its
superpower status and introduced
even more chaos into the world by
shifting financial risks overseas,

• instigating regional tensions amid
territorial disputes, and fighting
unwarranted wars under the cover of

■ outright lies.

The solution, for Beijing, Is to “de-
Americanize’ the current geopolitical

• equation - starting with more say in
the International Monetary Fund and
World Bank for emerging economies
and the developing world, leading to
a "new international reserve currency
that is to be created to replace the
dominant US dollar’.

Mote that Beijing is not advocating
completely smashing the Bretton
Woods system - at least for now, but
it is for having more deciding power.
Sounds reasonable, considering that
China holds slightly more weight

inside the IMF than Italy. IMF 'reform"
- sort of - has been going on since
2010, but Washington, unsurprisingly,
has vetoed anything substantial.

As for the move away from the
US dollar, it’s also already on, in
varying degrees of speed, especially
concerning trade amongst the BRIGS
group of emerging powers (Brazil,
Russia, Indonesia, China and South
Africa), which Is now overwhelmingly
in their respective currencies. The
US dollar is slowly but surely being
replaced by a basket of currencies.

“De-Americanization" is also already
on. Take last week's Chinese trade
charm offensive across Southeast
Asia, which is incisively leaning
towards even more action with theirtop
commercial partner, China. Chinese
President Xi Jinping clinched an array
of deals with Indonesia, Malaysia and
also Australia, only a few weeks after
clinching another array of deals with
the Central Asian “stans".

Chinese commitment to improve
the Iron Silk Road reached fever
pitch, with shares of Chinese rail
companies going through the roof
amid the prospect of a high-speed
rail link with and through Thailand
actually materializing, in Vietnam,
Chinese Premier Li Keqiang sealed
an understanding that two country’s
territorial quarrels in the South China
Sea would not interfere with even
more business. Take that, “pivoting" to
Asia.

All aboard the petroyuan Everyone
I knows Beijing holds Himalayas of US
| Treasury bonds - courtesy of those

massive trade surpluses accumulated
over the past three decades plus an
official policy of keeping the yuan
appreciating very slowly, yet surely.

i At the same time, Beijing has been
acting. The yuan is also slowly but

• surely becoming more convertible in
■ international markets. (Just last week,
I the European Central Bank and the
; People? Bank of China agreed to 

set up a USS45-S57 billion currency
swap line that will add. to the vuan’s
international strength and improve
access to trade finance in the euro
area.)

The unofficial date for full yuan
convertibility could fall anywhere
between 2017 and 2020. The target
is clear; move away from piling up
US debt, which implies, in the long
run, Beijing removing itself from this
market - and thus making it way
more costly for the US to borrow. The
collective leadership in Beijing has
already made up its mind about it, and
is acting accordingly.

The move towards a full convertible
yuan is as inexorable as the BRICS
move towards a basket of currencies
progressively replacing the US
dollar as a reserve currency. Until,
further on down the road, the real
cataclysmic event materializes; the
advent of the petroyuan - destined to
surpass the petrodollar once the Gulf
petro-monarchies see which way the
historical winds are blowing. Then
we will enter a completely different
geopolitical ball game.

We may be a long way away, but
what is certain is that Deng Xiaoping’s
famous set of instructions is being
progressively discarded; “Observe
calmly; secure our position; cope with
affairs calmly; hide our capacities and
bide our time; be good at maintaining
a low profile; and never claim
leadership."

A mix of caution and deception,
grounded on China's historical
confidence and taking into
consideration serious long-term
ambition, this was classic Sun Tzu.
So far, Beijing was laying low; letting
the adversary commit fatal mistakes
(and what a collection of multi-trillion-
dollar mistakes... ); and accumulating
“capital".

The time to capitalize has now
arrived. By 2009, after the Wall Street-
provoked financial crisis, there were
already Chinese rumblings about the
"malfunctioning of th'7 Western model"
and ultimately the lalfunctioning of
Western culture".

Beijing has listene
Mandarin subtitles
yes, the times th

o Dylan (with
•id concluded
3-a-changing.



With.no foreseeable social, economic
and political progress - the shutdown
is just another graphic illustration.
if any was needed - the US slide is
as inexorable as China, bit by bit,
spreading its wings to master 21st
century post-modernity.

Make no mistake; the Washington
elites will fight it like the ultimate
plague. Still, Antonio Gramsci's
intuition must now be upgraded; the
old order has died, and the new one is
one step closer to being born.

Pepe Escobar is the author of
Globalistan: How the Globalized
World is Dissolving into Liquid War
(Nimble Books, 2007), Red Zone
Blues: a snapshot of Baghdad during
the surge (Nimble Books, 2007), and
Obama does Globalistan (Nimble
Books, 2009).

PLEASE HELP!
DONATIONS ARE COMING IN

VERY SLOW!

TIRED OF THE LIES?
AMERICAN DISTRUST IN
THEIR MEDIA HITA RECORD
HIGH!
From Global Research

“That's why they call it the American
Dream, because you have to be
asleep to believe it!"

George Carlin

A recent poll was conducted
amongst Americans to determine
people have faith in the main stream
media to report the news accurately.

The result showed that over
Sixty Percent of American people
do not trust the media in the
United States - This is an all time
high!

More and more American people
are realizing that the main stream
media serve as nothing more than
the well-funded corporations as well
as the daily mouthpiece of the US
Government and its many influential
Lobby Groups in Washington.

Speaking figix 1 .ly is the
‘ preferred way c! -King by US
j officials who war cpear to be
i saving somethin" -.tial, when 

in fact they are lying and using 1
double meaning phrases that sound i
believable.

COMMENT -
This was and is the role of '
capitalist media. As the saying
goes - he who pays the piper
calls the tune!

NSA MONITORED CALLS
OF 35 WORLD LEADERS

The National Security
Agency monitored the

telephone conversations
of 35 World Leaders, after
being given the numbers
by an official of the U.S.
Government department.

From The Guardian - UK

CIA HAD AGENTS IN THE
BRAZILIAN CATHOLIC
CHURCH
BYSERM I AZEVEDO

The Central Intelligence Agency
s[pied on all activities of the Catholic
Church in Brazil, since the 1960s.
the CIA also had planted advisors to
the Catholic Clergy and into their
ecclesiastic activities.

CIA was active in the
Campesino Leagues of the
Northeast which was formed by
Francisco Juliao- a Socialist - and
considered a “Public Enemy” by
the Brazilian Military Junta.

CIA monitored all activities and
public meetings where the Bishops
and Dioceses of Rio Grande. They
recorded all Meetings, lectures,
sermons and off-he-cuft talks. Many
Bishops were ordered to appear in
front of the Military Junta for
questioning after CIA spies reported
on their activities.

NATIONALISM WILL LEAD
TO FACISM!

EVERYONE SHOULD
REMEMBER
Remember
War begins
With the obsfucation of minds
It is only hatred
We are supposed to feel
For the other’s world

Remember
War is not fate
Inevitable and willed by God
War is made by people

Who expect to make profit in
Therefore it is only p
Who can prevent war

I

Remember
Peace is something to fight for ;
if we want it
Peace requires effort and
courage
Resistance and very often
sacrifice too ;
But, isn’t it better

To make sacrifices for peace
Than to be sacrificed for war

Remember this every hour
Because war begins
With the obsfucation of minds :

New Perspectives 1987

DONATIONS ARE VERY SLOW! |

IFYOU'REGETTNGAFREEHSC-
H0W ABOUT A DONATION!
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

US AIMING HIGHER THAN
ARMS CONTROL IN IRAN
By Stephen Gowans

American hostility against Iran
with Iran enriching uranium and
. hemical weapons scare fanned by
USA. It began already in 1979,
when Iran extricated itself from US
domination by overthrowing the US-
backed Shah regime, who had been
installed after the United States and
Britain engineered the overthrow of
Iran’s democratically elected and
nationalist Prime Minister,
Mohammed Mosaddegh.

The Iran's Prime Minister irked
the Americans and British by
nationalizing his country's oil
industry. Ever since the people’s

■ overthrow of the Shah regime,
. Washington has been waging war

on Iran, by sanctions,
assassinations, cyber warfare and
threats of military intervention. The
goal is to bring Iran back under US
domination ending Iran’s nuclear
program, or more specifically , its

. domestic production of its nuclear
fuel - this is just the tip of the
iceberg of plans by the United
States.

Iran is seeking an end to all the
sanctions and Iran's right
recognition to enrich its own

: uranium.
But a question begs to be

asked why Israel is allowed to
have a great stock piles of
nuclear weapons but why Israel
will not allow international
inspectors from the UN Security
Council to inspect?

NATO SEEKS TO REPEAT
LIBYAN SCENARIO IN
SYRIA
From ITAR-TASS

This statement was made by
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov. He stressed that “By their
actions, the NATO member
countries have violated the rules 

that were set by the United Nations
Security Council.”

In an interview with the
Washington Post newspaper,
Lavrov charged that “The main
conclusion is that the type of Sarin
Gas used on the Syrian people last
August 21st was home-made by the
rebel forces and actual proof was
sent to the Security Council by the
Syrian Government and this was
also ratified by Rebel spokesman
that they were given some
unusual rockets and ammunition
by a foreign country.”

CHURCHIUS CHEMICAL
WEAPONS USED TO
ATTACK ROSSIA IN 1919
By Giles Milton - England

The attack against Russia took
place on August 27, 1919 on orders
from Winston Churchill, Secretary
of State for War in Great Britain.
The plane descended over the
village of Emtsa in Northern Russia,
where there was a military
Bolshevik position - and then
dropped over a dozen of exploding
can=nesters of chemical toxic gas.
The Russian soldiers began to
vomit blood immediately after
inhaling the gas.

The British Minister of Wa.
Chemical Industry. production, Sir
Keith Price stated that its use would
lead to an absolute collapse of the
Bolshevik regime in Russia.

PLEASE HELP NSC FINANCIALLY

U.S. PLAN FOR NUCLEAR FREE
WORLD IS NOTHING MORE
BUT A SMOKESCREEN
Pyongyang -September 30, 2013

This US proposal is to conceal
its real’ intention of acquiring
hegemony through nuclear
superiority - as was published by
Radong Sinmum newspaper in the
Democratic Republic of Korea

■(North Korea).
Under the cover of building an

allegedly nuclear-free world, the
United States is creating new
weapons and is now quietly
transferring its arsenal to other
nations, such as Israel, which has
its own over 200 nuclear unites as
gift from US Imperialism.

STATEMENT BY DPRK
DELEGATE AT THE UN
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

60 years have passed since the
end of the fierce 3-year long war
and the signing of the Armistice
Agreement in the Korean Peninsula.
Yet the agreement of peace has
failed. The United States has 
designated the DPRK

Allow me first of, on behalf of the
delegation of the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea (DPRK)
to congratulate Mr. John William
Ashe on your election as President
of this 68th Session of the UN
General Assembly.

Ever since inception the UN has
been aspiring to build a new and
peaceful world fee from wars and
the promotion of human rights, as
the three objectives of the UN
activities. "These aspirations
however are yet far from being
reality.

There is now high handedness
which is getting more rampant, plus
arbitrariness by a world specific
state as a tool for its strategic
interests should never go
unchallenged - and ths UN Security
Council is being a. <sed by this
power.

SEND NSC Gl
YOUR LOCAl
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BY GEORGE GALLOWAY

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa equated US ideas
of its own 'exceptionalism' to Nazi ideals of a superior
race this week. While a strong statement, no country can
invade, occupy and rule with 'exceptional' lawlessness,
UK MP George Galloway told RT.

RT: President Correa made some harsh comments
regarding US 'exceptionalism'. What's your view of this
idea that America is ‘exceptional’.

GG: Well, I wouldn’t first of all compare it to the
Nazis - nothing is comparable to the Nazis. But it is a
dangerous idea that one country is God-given - on top
and greater than the others — that cannot be true. I once
had an experience on an American radio show in Seattle,
where the presenter introduced the item by describing
his own country as the greatest country on God's green
earth - so I challenged that immediately. That implies,
therefore, I said, that other countries on God's green
earth are less than you. And I’m certainly not going to
accept that, and I don't think that people in other lands
would either. But if it was just rhetoric, it wouldn't matter
so much. If it was just vainglory. But it’s put into practice
by the international lawlessness of the US which draws
on this idea of exceptionalism, and when President Putin
challenged that in his US newspaper statement, the
Americans were greatly offended. And yet a moment’s
contemplation would tell them that no one in the world
will accept that any one country can arrogate to itself the
right internationally to break any law, invade any country,
occupy any land, change any regime, on its own personal
whim. That's just not acceptable but it’s been the practice
in the last 60 years - 70 years, nearly - when the US
has invaded more than 50 countries. Fifty countries have
been subject to American exceptionalism in action.

RT: But you do wonder - is that not the role of the
world’s superpower? After all, that's how it’s seen by so
many people, and it has a moral duty to intervene - that's
how it sees itself.

GG: Well, these are two separate questions. Morality
and the possession of a large stockpile of thousands
of nuclear weapons are not the same thing, not
synonymous in any way. In any case, the US is not the
only superpower in the world: Russia is a superpower,
China is a superpower, other countries will soon be
superpowers, and they cannot arrogate to themselves the
moral right to police and .adjudicate the world either, and 1
don’t believe that the oth;: s will want to. What we have to
strive for is a world the: overnment by morality, and the
only adjudicator of w< lorality can be the world body
itself— the UN. But s different UN to the one that we 

currently have: A democratically constituted one. where
power is shared and where no country has a veto on the
actions of the security council.

This file photo shows a B-1B Lancer dropping cluster
bombs during a live fire exercise. (AFP Photo / USAF)

RT: Welt, you're there in London, and many countries
- including of course the UK (particularly the UK) - really
do propagate this image of US exceptionalism. Why is
that? They clearly assume there is some substance in it.

GG: Well, it's a cultural cringe in part, in the UK. I
believe that we are Greece, and America is Rome, and
our best policy is to cringe along behind them in the hope
of picking up some of the spoils — some of the glory.
But there’s less and less glory from that kind of thing.
The US moral standing in the world has shrunk almost
to vanishing point. They still have a lot of hard power - 

thousands or nucfear 'weapons, cnemica'i weapons, )cfls
of it. Indeed, they abrogated their obligations under the
chemical weapons treaty - talking about Syria — so that
they could keep their chemical weapons stockpile for a
decade or more longer. They have a lot of hard power.
But their soft power is diminishing rapidly. Let me just
give you one example: people all over the world tonight
are watching Russia Today, but they're i.ot watching Fox
News all over the world. Indeed, anyone with half a brain
in the US is not watching Fox News. The soft power of
Russia, and in time of many other countries, will overhaul
the US soft power. And without soft power, you’re really
reduced to being a big bully with a big stick. Nobody likes
that; it's not an attractive look.

RT: Interesting you mention TV and media - just how
much of a role, briefly, does the media have in propagating
this image of the US being exceptional? Just briefly.

GG: Well, it has done in the past. ! grew up in an
era where we watched American television programs and
watched American movies out of Hollywood and so on.
But nowadays, the most familiar image from the US is
the kind we saw yesterday, of a woman in a speeding
car being shot dead and trying to ram through security
barricades and so on. It’s really a country that’s more
marked by Columbine and by massacres in colleges and
universities nowadays, and they’d be better to attend to
that - their own sickness at home, instead of swaggering
around the world trying to solve other people’s problems.
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UNITED STATES IS A ROGUE IMPERIALIST STATE
The U.S has used the label ot “rogue
state" as an excuse for direct or
indirect actions and attacks against
various countries. According to
U.S. political “theorists,” a rogue
state is one that behaves in ways
that can threaten world peace and
stability. By that definition, is the
U.S. a rogue state? Well, here’s an
incomplete list of what the U.S.
does on the world stage:

1. Since 1972 has used the veto
power in the U.N. Security
Council more than another other
permanent member

2.Refuses  to submit to international
law by refusing to ratify the
Rome Statute of the International

' Criminal Court

3. Practices indiscriminate
espionage, even with friendly
countries like Mexico and Brazil

4. Rants against regime violence
in Syria while supporting rebel
violence in Syria,

5. Maintains FBI and DEA offices
in several Latin American countries

' 9. Supported the attempted coup
I d’etat in Venezuela (under Bush)

I
10. Supported the coup d’etat in
Honduras (under Obama)

: 11 Sheds crocodile tears about
I democracy while supporting
i medieval monarchies in the Middle
j East, such as Saudi Arabia, the most
’ extreme fundamentalist regime in
I the entire region

12. For the first time since the
Middle Ages makes “torture” a
common official practice while
denying that it is torture

as a method of infiltration and
control

6. Continues to support Egypt to
ihe tune of 1.5 billion dollars a year,
e en after the Egyptian military
carried out a coup d’etat and now
rules once again with an iron hand

7. Through the “Free Trade
Agreements” destroys local
agriculture and food sovereignty
and drives peasants into migration

8. Opposes economic integration
movements in Latin America like
UNASUR and ALBA

13. Carries out indiscriminate
drone attacks, which kill suspected
terrorists with much “collateral
damage”

j 14. Is the world’s leading supplier of
; weaponry of all kinds

15. Maintains the blockade against;
Cuba, more than 20 years after the
main pretext disappeared

! •
16. Surrounds Russia and China

. with military bases
j

17. Develops an anti-missile system
that would make it impossible for

Russia or China to respond to a
missile attack by the United States

18. Opposes the movement to
make Latin America a zone of
peace by trying to bring Colombia
into NATO

19. Aids and abets a secessionist
movement in Bolivia

20. Through FTA with Colombia,
launches massive open-pit
mining operations with nefarious
consequences for environment and
communities

21. Since 1986 refuses to submit to
the jurisdiction of the International
Court of Justice

PENTAGON Will NOW INVEST
BILLIONS OF DOUARSON
DRONE RASES IN OIJIROUTI
From http://www.leqitqov.org

These Drone Bases are used to
murder innocent people under the
Obama’s credo US Imperialism
has no soldiers fighting on land in
thee countries and thus they cannot
be accused of invasion or
occupation. This military investment
of US taxpayers money is to s
support operations throughout
Africa as well a s in other parts of
the Arabian Peninsula and the
Indian Ocean. These plans also
include building a #228 millions
compound to house up to 700
personnel from this highly secretive
Joint Special Operational NATO
Command.

Where is the Unded Nations
Security Council’s condemnation of
these killing Drone by NATO?
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The Rana Plaza tragedy
where hundreds of workers
perished in the.unsafe
garment factory at slave
labour wages for American
corporate profits...top photo
shows a 15 year old boy
who is forced to work 12
hours per day -7days per
week.. The raw animal
skins a re processed with
harmful chemicals to the
body.

The Levi Strauss &Co. in
the largest garment
manufacturing enterpriser in
Cambodia which exploits its
workers very savagely for
profits and exports to the
US and other markets.

The massive strike is for
better wages but even with
a raise in pay, it works out
to only 45 cents per hour.
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UN PASSED A RESOLUTION TO EREDICATE SYRIA N CHEMICAL WEAPONS - BUT THE IA EA “
REJECTED A RESOLUTION TO LIMIT ISRAEL'S NUCLEAR WEAPONS

UNITED STATES WILL SELL BUNKER-BUSTER MISSILES TO SAUDI ARABIA - ISRAEL AND
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES -WORTH OVER $8.6 BILLIONS - TO BOLSTER A MERICA’S FUTURE

PLANS IN THE GULF COUHTRIES. From VOICE OF RUSSIA -October 18, 2013

ZIONIST CIAIM THAT THEIR
MESSIAH Will LEAD THEM TO
THE PROMISED LAHO-

! Quote from an article by Malcolm X

if this” religious" claim of the
Zionists is to be believed that they
were to be led to their promised
land by their Messiah- and Israel’s
present occupation of Arab
Palestine is the fulfillment of that
prophesy - where is that Messiah

' whom their prophets said would get
the credit for leading them there?

It was USA’s Ralph Bunche who
“negotiated the Zionists into

; possession of Occupied Palestine. If
Ralph Bunche is not the Messiah,
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and has not come yet, then what
are Israeli doing in Palestine
ahead of their Messiah?

Did the Zionists have the legal
and moral right to invade Arab
Palestine uproot its citizens from
their homes and seize all of their
property for themselves, just based
on the “religious” claim that their
forefathers lived there thousands of
years ago?

A thousand years ago the
Moors lived in Spain. Would this
give the Moors of today the legal
and moral right to invade the
Iberian Peninsula, drive out the
Spanish citizens, and then set up a
new Moroccan Nation...where

I Spain used to be as the Zionists
■ have done to our Arab brothers and 

sisters in Palestine?...
In short, the Zionist argument to

justify Israel’s present
occupation of Palestine has no
intelligent or legal basis in history ..
nor even in their own Zionist
religion. Where is their Messiah?

Thus, if you are against
Imperialism, if you taste against
Zionist role in global imperialism,
you should be struggling for unity of
all who are opposed to either of the
two.

We need an ant’ scist anti
imperialism and i,' the final
analyses, anti-monop<- .apital!

IT IS THE ONLY W/’, RWARD!



FOUR EX- NATIONAL SECURITY AMERICANS TRAVEL TO

R-------------7-----------R:

' THE WRETCHED OF THE UNITED STATES
From Communist Workers & Peasants Party of Nepal

NOBEL PEACE PRIZE AWARDS ARE A FARCE!
In relatively short history of Nobel Peace Prize Awards, these

recipients certainly DID NOT deserve to receive this Peace Prize
at all. Here are the latest Nobel Peace Prize receivers.

You be the judge whether they deserved it or not!

1973 - HENRY KISSINGER -
2002 JIMMY CARTER

2012-BARACK OBAMA

America is the richest nation in history, yet it has the highest level of
poverty in the industrial world, with an unprecedented number of
Americans living in dire straights Over 50 million of its citizens need food
stamps to eat - while about 50 million US children will have to use food
stamps to eat at some point of their lives. Approximately 20,000 people
are added to the above total every day.

Close to 5 million families have lot their homes and it is predicted that
close to 13 million Americans will lose their homes by the end of 2014 in
most cases due to not able to pay off their mortgages!

The one place more and more Americans are finding a home is in
prison. With a prison population now standing at 2.3mil!ion people,
United States now has more people incarcerated than any other nation in
the entire world - the per capita statistics show 700 per 100,00 citizens.

Millions of Americans are reaching a point where unemployment
benefits they have been receiving and living on are coming to an end.

Yes, these are the Wretched of the United States ofAmerical

Shortened for space ■ ^ason only.
Yes. these ar^^j^Vretched of the United States of America!

CUBA LAUNCHES
CAMPAIGN AGAINST
CURRUPTION
HAVANA- October 21, 2013

This campaign was launched not
only on corruption but also against
complacency at some of the 300
state-run companies. State auditors
will be scrutinizing companies
involved in food production and
those that sell construction
materials.

As part of President Raul Castro's
crusade against degeneration and
complacency, Raul Castro has
already dismissed ministers and
other senior officials, several of
whom had bee arrested and
sentenced to prison terms. 

THE U.S. FASCIST
CONSTITUTION
BY JUAN COLE
Reader Supported News - Oct. 13

“How corrupt our American system
has become is evident that even the
"New Yorker" newspaper
emphasized that a Secret U.S. State
Report found out that torture under
former President Bush years was
"unnecessary” and "ineffective’
even though it was and is
“unconstitutional”.

NORTH KOREA DENOUCES
WAR EXERCISES
Prensa Latina, Oct 29, 2013

Pyongyang - North Korean Rodong
Sinmun newspaper denounced the
joint South Korea-USA military
exercises which are unacceptable
provocation that do increases the
existing tensions on the Korean
Peninsula. North Korea underlined
that these nuclear attack drills
worsen the ongoing provocations
against the Democratic Republic of
Korea (DPRK).

Since early 2013 South Korea
and the USA have carried out on a
monthly basis war drills, even with
the participation of the nuclear
aircraft carrier USS Nimitz stationed
near the Korean Coast since June
of 2013. _____



PAGES FROM THE PAST
Joseph Stalin Esq.
Cornmnder-in-chief of the Fighting Red Armies;
Premier of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
The Kremlin., Moscow., U.S.6.R.

'• Premier Stalin:

.--’id. Salutations’.
From far off friendly Canada, Greetings

I ara bat one of vhe thousands of friencly
Canadians who have wanted to say this for a long time, as we
have watched with admiration and gratitude the magnificent
Fight of the Soviet Union in the Cause of Freedom.

I shall be happy if you will accept the
enclosed Poems which I am taking the liberty of sending you,
as a humble tribute to the greatness and gallantry of your
country and peoples. They not only express my own deep sense
of personal appreciation, but they echo the sentiments of
countless other thousands as well. And they are from the heart.

During the first world war I was in your
land of Siberia with the Canadian Medical Corps - and thank
God, not fighting’. While there I learned to like your people
and admire their many human qualities and virtues. I am also
inppy indeed to know how vastly their lot has improved since
those dark days, and ray verses express my hopes and my wishes
for their future.

It was ny privilege to be present at the
great "Salute to Russia" rally held here on June 22nd, under
the Chairmanship of Sir Ellsworth Flavelle, and heard Gospodyn
Gousev, Hon. Joseph E. Davies, Prime Minister Mackenzie King
and others pay their full tribute to the U.S.S.R. This huge
gathering would have thrilled you as it did the great throng
who were present.

There is no doubt whatever that both Canada
and the U.S.S.R. are predestined to future greatness*.
When the battle and the carnage are over it is my sin
cere hope that our two countries will be found facing
the problems of Peace together, in a spirit of under
standing and sympathy that will be all the richer for
the comradeship of war. And may this grow ever deeper
with the passing of the years.

May the approaching Christmas be bright with
the light of Victory, and the New Year usher in a last
ing Peace for us all. For your birthday in December I
wish you many happy and peaceful and prosperous returns,
that you may continue in your good work of building a
happier land for your people.

'With kindest personal regards and good wishes,

Believe yours very sincerely, 
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Researched and written by
IVAN ZELENIUK
Will be continued in future issues of NSC In around the I Oth century, the Khazarian nation

began to decline and disintegrate. Something had to
be done about this situation.THE TRUE HISTORY OF THE JEWISH

HATI0H AHO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
WHAT HAS RECOME TODAYS VERY
CORRUPT RANKING SYSTEM

I his is a truthful story regarding the Jewish
nationality and the historical changes that have
occurred in the past eleven hundred years. The
historical information and knowledge of these
changes have been purposely kept secret from the
general public of the so called western democracies.
The American, British, French, Canadian and other
countries have been able to maintain a realm of
secrecy, by keeping it out of our history books, and
text books. In fact, it is my strong opinion, as an
educator, that it should be incorporated into the
educational curriculum and History books in all
countries.

It has been documented that the Khazarians were
Pagans; one day the King asked his nobility if they
would like to be Christians or Judean; they chose
Judean; the King then asked if they would like to be
Muslim or Judean; again they chose Judean; thus
the conversion to Judaism began.

Scholars have stated that the long tedious
journey out of Khazaria in search of a new region
to settle began in the 1 Oth Century. In their travels,
they met with Arab Muslims; it is considered by
some Historians that this was the main Khazarian
contribution to world History. Their confrontation
with Arabs stopped them in their Northward
onslaught into the Ukraine and Russia, which would
have changed the religion for the Slavs occupying
this region.

The Eastern bloc of Nations, especially Russia,
Ukraine, Byelorussia, Armenia, Hungary, Poland
and others are cognizant of the existence of these
changes which began so very long ago. For
example, the Ukrainian and Russian immigrants,
who now call Canada home, are very
knowledgeable about the historical existence of
what are known as the KHAZARIAN JEWS.

(Three thousand years ago, the biblical Jew,
acknowledged as nomads, occupied the middle
eastern area of Jerusalem, in what is known as Israel
today. Because of the persecution of the Romans
and the Knights Templer, out of fear, these people
migrated out of the area searching for a safer place
to live. Written works have stated that some of
these Jews ended up in Khazaria, bringing with
them their Judean faith which was probably passed
onto the people of Khazaria.)

Between the 7th and 10th Centuries, there
existed the country < Khazaria in the area near
Turkey. The Khazar s were known to be very
aggressive, powerful. lent warrior type who had
many battles in this r >.

The Khazarians continued their migration in
search of an area in which they could settle. Some
decided to settle in Armenia. Others continued their
transit into Russia, settling in the Moscow and
Leningrad region, while others travelled further east
and south Into Ukraine, settling in the Kievan region and
the Odessa region on the banks of the Black Sea Coast
They also settled in Lithuania, Romania, Hungary,
Poland and Germany.

The historians considered the Khazarians as the
thirteenth tribe and were given the name of Ashkenazi
Jews. Two hundred years ago the Khazars made their
way into the United States, creating Ashkenazim.. There
are 5 million Ashkenazi in the United States today.

In 1776, -a Khazarian European Jew, having taken
the German name of Bauer, opened up a Bank in
Frankfurt. He hung a red shield on the outside of the
building. Red in German is Roth and shield in German
is schild. The combination of the two words is
Rothschild. Bauer changed his family name to
Rothschild. He taught his five sons the corrupt business
of Banking, and sent them out into Europe to create
banks, in London, Rome, Paris and Vienna.

I relate an anecdote about the Battle of Waterloo
between the French and English. When the War ended
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•■'p Rothschilds proclaimed to the English Public that the
■ rench had won the Battle This announcement created
■ "lanciai Chaos The stock had dropped in value and

purchased by the Rothschild Bank very cheaply.
Th€ next day they announced that the English forces
-ad defeated the French at Waterloo
The Stocks went up in value thus creating fraudulent
-ass ve profits for the Rothschild Bank in England.

As described by G Edward Griffin, in his famous
dock entitled THE CREATURE FROM JEKYLL
SLAND The Rothschild s and five other major bank
,A"ers met at Jekyll Island in North Carolina, in the

USA where they decided to form THE FEDERAL
RESERVE BANKING SYSTEM . In doing so, they
emoved the creation of money from the PUBLICLY

OWNED BANK OF AMERICA. The Federal Reserve
.'harged an exorbitant interest rate whereas the Bank of
America charged none. (The Federal Reserve have put
me American Government nine trillion dollars in debt
whiie the War in Vietnam created another seven trillion
dollars of debt for the Government.)
The Centre for the Dynastical Rothschild Empire has

remained in Frankfurt, Germany, where it began.)

m 1895. the Khazarian European Turkic Jews met in
a Convention, in Budapest, Hungary, organized by
Hertz; a Khazarian Jew. The Convention finally decided

certify the Judean religion for the Khazarian European
Turkic Jews. They also decided to certify the term Zion
for themselves. Thus, this decision created ZIONISM.
fx the Khazarian Jews in the world.

The Government and the people who hated Communism
vehemently especially those in the religious right wing
Southern Belt possibly would have charged them with
treason for breaking this newly created law.

Many more of these Anglo-American Banks and
Corporations also funded the Rise of Hitler and the Nazi
Killing Machine.

In the early 1930 s the guiding vehicle for this
nternational system of financial and political control,
called by Carroll Quigley. ' the apex of the system,” was
the Bank for International Settlements in Basle
Switzerland. This apex continued its work during WWII
as the medium through which Bankers, who apparently
were not at war with each other, continued a mutually
beneficial exchange of ideas, information, and planning
for the post-war world. As one writer has observed, war
made no difference to the International Bankers.
Prescott Bush, George Bush senior's father was an
American Nazi, who opened up a bank in Berlin in
support of Hitler in the 30's before the war began, while
Henry Ford, who hated Jews, gave great support for
Hitler and Nazi's, received an honorary medallion and a
portrait of Hitler which he hung in his office at the Ford
Motors -this was all in his honour for supporting
Germany financially.

This has proven that money has no conscience or
empathy in its use against mankind. Profit is the name
of the game, no matter how many die in gaining these
profits

in 1917. the American Government created a law
forbidding the Banks and Corporations to trade outside
‘he borders of the USA. It became absolutely illegal to
do business with any Foreign Country.

1917, ‘he Great Russian October Bolshevik
Revolution also took place, causing a great deal of
ecstasy among the Anglo-American Jewish elite. They
especially supported the Revolution financially because
of the overthrow of Czar Nicholas who held many
pogroms against the Jewish Community. Therefore, the
Rothschilds and their corporate elite formed alliances
with some Swedish Banks who helped Lenin in the
creation of three Banks and the Russian Central Bank in
Petrograd. Rothschild, wanting to keep it a secret,
'..sed h.’s English friend, Cecil Rhodes, to courier his
large financial donation to the Bolsheviks Many banks
loaned money and equipment with the premise that
these loans would have to be repaid in the future. ( It
only made sense that Lenin and the Bolsheviks would
need this help so they could establish and consolidate
the newly created Soviet State.) The major reason the
Analo-American Banks and Corporations loaned money
and equipment was the knowledge Russian contained a
great abundance of Natural Resources which they
hoped to own.

Had the Corporations not acted clandestinely, the
Amencan Government would have used the newly
created law against them and treated them very harshly.
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Without Financial Support by WALL STREET in
concert with I.G.FARBEN, a Nazi Industrial giant and an
initiator and operator for the NAZI PLAN FOR World
Conquest from the early 1930’s, there would not have
been WORLD WAR II.

After the war, news was fabricated that there were six
million Jews that had died in the Holocaust. Initially, the
number was two million, then it rose four million and
ended with six million Jews who died. This
manipulation of the numbers has created disbelief in the
whole world. This number was used by the Khazarian
Jews to gain empathy from the people of the World.
People feared to discuss this number because those
who believed in the number 6 million vociferously



Many Scholars and engineers have challenged the
widely accepted Auschwitz story. In 1948, the plaque
at Auschwitz initially, stated that 4 million Jews had
died then it was changed to 3 million had died, then the
plaque was changed read that 2 million died, and now,
the plaque reads that one million died. In July,1990, The
Polish Auschwitz State Museum stated that perhaps one
million people died, both Jews and non-Jews, including
some 15.000 Soviet Prisoners of War. One prominent
Holocaust Historian, estimated that 700,000 people died,
while Jean-Claude Pressac, another Holocaust Historian
estimated that 800,000 perished of whom were 630,000
Khazarian Jews Clearly, whether the number who
perished is one million or six million in the Holocaust.
there is no denying that this was absolutely insane
action by an insane barbaric German killing machine.
The Rothschilds can deny every thing but their funding
of the Nazi’s
Played a big role in the murder of Jewish people

The Holocaust has proven to be an indispensable
ideological weapon. Throughout its deployment, one of
the world’s most formidable military powers, with a
horrendous human rights record, has cast itself as a
victim’ state, and the most successful ethnic group in

the United States has likewise acquired victim status.
Considerable dividends accrue from this fraudulent
victim hood, in particular, immunity from criticism. Those
enjoying immunity, have not escaped the moral
corruptions that typically attend it. Jewish writers have
written that the Official Holocaust Story has been abused
by the Zionists to justify a home in a fully occupied
Palestine. A prominent Jewish Historian has described
the entire process in Palestine as ethnic cleansing, that
in International Law is a War Crime

The 27 million Soviets who perished in the war is not
Holocaust, or the some 7 million Ukrainians who died is
not considered a Holocaust. It is my strong opinion that
the History of this travesty should be rewritten. The real
truth is that the Soviet Red Army defeated this Nazi
inhumane scourge. The Americans played a very small
role in Europe but their History Books lie to the World
that they played a large role in the victory over Nazism.
This is not true

In 1948, with help of the British, European Turkic
Jews were ferried into Palestine where the whole plan
was to establish Zionist Country without informing the
World that Palestine was full of Arabs who were pushed
out to create the Zionist State. There has been trouble
ever since this move.

Famine killed one to two
posely created famine in
er rose to 6 million and
The Ukrainian President,

But this manipulation of numbers can be compared to
the Holodomor, where supposedly 10 million Ukrainian
people died in the so called Stalinist induced famine in
1932-1933. Initially, the Ukrainian Nationalist Fascist
declared that the Stalin-
million in this so called
Ukraine; in 1982, the ■
presently, it is 10 mill'

Victor Yuschenko, announced to members of the
American Congress that the Stalinist famine claimed
twenty million Ukrainian lives while the Canadian prime
minister, Stephen Harper, stated to the Canad-an
parliamentarians that ten million Ukrainians died in this
famine. Historical Scholars estimate that no'more than
1.8 million people died in the Ukraine in 1932-1933,
including those that died of typhus, typhoid fever and
other diseases. The Scholars also estimate that four to
five million people died in the whole Soviet Union during
these years, including many who died of typhus, typhofo
desease as well as other diseases.

There are many reasons for this famine; 1) the
beginning of the Collectivization of Agriculture in which
the Kulaks, the rich farmers, refused to participate. In
fact, many hid their food products so they did not have to
share with others. 2) there was a horrendous drought in
1933 which caused a low yield. (This has never been
made Public by the Fascistic Ukrainians. 3) the USSR
used gold as well as Agricultural Products to pay for the
Tractors and other equipment that they purchased from
Britain. There is documentation that they were asked to
pay with grain products for their purchases in 1932-
1933. 4) The accelerated industrialization of the Soviet
Union was another reason for food shortages.

The Ukrainian Nationalist Fascists lied about this Famine
in order to create empathy in the world, especially the
Ukrainian Diaspora in Canada. In fact, the first memorial
to the famine was built in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada in
1983. This lie was perpetrated to create animosity
towards Stalin and the Soviet Leadership.

Victor Yuschenko had a Museum constructed in Kiev,
the Ukrainian Capitol, to comemorate the fraudulent
ten Million who died in the famine. By constructing this
Holodomor Museum, he has endorsed the lie.

By manipulating the estimated numbers, both cases
have created a disbelief by many people in the World
for these the fraudulent lies.

The Rothschilds did not only support Wars and
Revolutions wherever profits were to be made which
they considered was their God given right to gain these
profits for themselves. They also participated ;;

Assassinations and Coups to get rid of any body that
stood in their way. They acted criminally or legally to
achieve what they wanted.

American History books hold to the premise that
Abraham Lincoln was assassinated because of the Civil
War and his stand against slavery. Some Historians
have written that the Government was short of money to
run the country. Lincoln approached the Rothschild
Bank to borrow money. They offered him a loan at 34
percent interest. Lincoln considered this was too high,
so therefore, he created his own money. Nobody is
allowed to stand in the way for the Banks abilities to gain
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; i ehts Shortly President Abraham Lincoln was
assassinated Many believe that contrary to the
American History Books this was the main reason for
his assassination.

Theatres the Historical Archives, the Serbian Academy
of Arts and Sciences, has his hands
on Serbian finances, and Satanized the Serbs at Film
Festivals.

in 1932 President Franklin Roosevelt presented his
proposed programmed which he called "The New Deal,
*ormuiated to support the poor of America to make it
easier for them to live through the horrendous economic
Depression The very rich Capitalists of the day thought
: very wrong to help the poor A Group of corporate
elites bankers and corporations) gathered secretly to
plan a coup to overthrow Roosevelt and put a stop to
The New Deai They approached Smedley Butler, a

wei known American General, and attempted to
convince him to join in this treasonous act. They wanted
nim to use his popularity to raise a 500,000 military force
to protect the Coup. Having attended the secret
meetings he took it upon himself to report this proposed
act to the Senate thus curtailing the Coup. He refused to
divulge the names of the Coup organizers. Had he
divulged the names all these traitors would have been
hanged for their treachery. THE AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT HAS INTENTIONALLY KEPT THE
HISTORY OF THE PROPOSED COUP OUT OF THE
PUBLIC REALM.

To create their desire to control the mineral wealth,
the banking empire, with the support of Bill Clinton, the
American President, and NATO, the senseless Nazi
methodology was used to pulverize Serbia, and in the
process the murder of many Serbians in order to
overthrow the Government of Milosevic. They then
declared him a War Criminal and put him on trial at the
Hague. In this instance, Who is the real War Criminal?

NATO’S General Wesley Clark, an American Zionist
and a Rothschild functionary, lead the bombing
destruction of Serbia.

The Serbian writer, Dejan Lucic, wrote that 90
percent of the present day Jews are Khazars. They
are of Turkish - Mongol origin who converted to Judaism
in the 8th to 10th Century. Their Empire fell apart in the
10th Century and they moved out of that area. They are
converts and have no Semitic origins at all.
The biblical Jews come from Palestine and number
between 7 and 10 percent

Although John F. Kennedy had developed many
enemies within the upper echelons of the American
Society, the CIA, the FBI, the UNIONS, the MILITARY,
•he CUBAN EXILES, and the FEDERAL RESERVE, it
was the 1961 removal of the creation of money from the
°rivately controlled Federal Reserve and returning it
back to the publicly controlled Bank of America that
greatly angered the banks. In fact, many consider that
they played the biggest role in President John F.
Kennedy’s Assassination, on November 22, 1963, in
Dallas, Texas. This Act has been kept secret by the
Zionist controlled Media, who continue to propogate that
Oswald did this deed alone.

Regarding the 1999 destruction of Serbia, it is
important to mention the fact that in 1982, Misa Vilotic,
Serbian Secret Service Representative, was able to
steal the CIA secret plan to organize a Civil War in
Yugoslavia. In 1991, the plan was further developed to
dismantle Yugoslavia, by causing wars between, the
Christian Orthodox Serbs and the Muslim Republics
which was a pretext for secession of the Republics.
They then placed their people in key positions in the
Yugoslav Republic and did everything possible to
dismantle the Serbs and prevented them from defending
their territory.

George Soros, a Khazarian Hungarian Jew, was the
main Rothschild functionary, whose function was to
destroy the Serbian Orthodox Chuirch, the Serbian
language and totally disseminate the Serbian Culture.
He" pushed anti-semitism which is ascribed to the
“xenophobic’ Serbian Society. He used Sonja Bereska,
a spiteful Serbian, to instigate hatred towards the Serbs.
Soros infiltrated Cultural and Educational Institutions, the
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The main reason that Rothschild wanted the control
of Kosovo out of Serbia’s hands is the vast amount of
profitable minerals, such as copper, zinc, cadmium, gold
and silver. This action proves that the Empire will
commit criminal acts to achieve what they think is their
earthly right.

The Milton Friedman Chicago School of Economics
whose philosophy of Shock Therapy Capitalism was
implemented to cause unemployment and poverty in
Bosnia, while those who implemented Shock Therapy
became extremely prosperous. A Bosnian Ukrainian
friend who had returned from Bosnia where he had
spent three months holidaying with his family, related to
us that the people were were living in extreme
unemployment and poverty. The infrastructure of the
country was crumbling. He confirmed for us that under
Tito, most people had jobs, stores had plent of clothes
and food products, housing was great, the people were
very happy. Now, life has become unbearable.

Bosnia was placed under the control of NATO and
the European Union. NATO’S firepower had guaranteed
that the future of Bosnia would be determined in
Washington, Bonn and Brussells.

The same Shock Therapy, promote- by the USA,
was used in all the Eastern Bloc of Nation

The Rothschild’s dollar value is $32
which is more than all the countries com
(.02 population of the world control
amount.) They own the Bank of Engla
percent of the stocks of the Federal Re
MF, own the World Bank, own the 

illion Dollars
■d.

enormous
iiey own 53
3, own the I
Id Bank of



international Settlements, own most of the Gold in the
world as well as the London Gold Exchange which sets
the price of Gold two times a day - every day.

They established an alliance between the British
Crown thus. Britain is inseparately tied to the
Khazarian Dynasty.

Andrew Gavin Marshall remarked that we are ruled,
though it may be difficult to imagine, by a small dynastic
family such as the Rothschilds and Rockerfellers and
others They emerged in controlling the Financial
System extended their influence over the Political
System the Educational System, and through Major
Foundations have become the dominant Social Powers
of our world, Think Tanks and other institutions which
shape and change the course of Society and the modern
numan history.

Carroll Quigley, a professor at Columbia University,
wrote that the Powers of Financial Capitalism had a far
reaching aim. Nothing less than to create a World
System of financial control in private hands able to
dominate the political system of each country and the
economy of the world as a whole. This system was to
be controlled in a fraudulent fashion by Central Banks cf
the World, acting in concert agreements at, in frequent
meetinqs and conferences. The New World Order
Oligarchy control the politicians, the courts, the
educational institutions, the food, the natural resources,
the foreign policy, the economies and money of most
nations and they control the major media, which is why
we know nothing about them; the New World Cabal plan
to restore the model of totalitarian rule on a global scale.

It is important to state that this article does not
perport to place all Jews in the same political pot. There
are many peace loving, progressive, Liberal, Socialist,
Communist Jews who are critical of the Zionist Fascist
regime in Israel. They work successfully and
cooperatively with the International Community for the
betterment of life on earth.

The Jews United Against Zionism have made the
following statement. The Torah contains the basic
doctrines of our faith, Divine commandments and the
narrative of the earliest Jewish and general human
encounter with God. Throughout the centuries Jews
pledged assent to this Torah even when their lives were
at stake. In addition, the central heresy of Zionism, we
also reject its policy of aggression against all people.

Today this cruelty manifest itself primarily in the brutal
treatment of the Palestinian people. We proclaim that
the inhumane policy is violation of the Torah. This
especially needed in our relations towards the Islamic
World where Zionism has for the past 63 years done so
much to ruin Jewish - Muslim understanding.

Rabbi Ahron Cohen, in ; public address in England,
stated that the difference veen Judaism and Zionism
is relevant in the ligh the current situation in
Palestine. The Zionists o impose a sectarian state
in Palestine, resulting in ' c bloodshed and brutality.

Let me firstly state quite categorically that Judaisim
and Zionism are incompatible - They are diametrically
opposed. The practical outcome of Zionism in the form
of the State known as ' ISRAEL'1 is completely alien to
Judaism and the Jewish faith. The Zionist ideology was
and is to force the aim of the State irrespective of the
cost in life and property to anyone who stands in the
way.

To sum up. According to the Torah and Jewish faith.
the Arab claim to rule in Palestine is right and just, the
Zionist claim is wrong and criminal. Zionism itself and its
deeds are the biggest threat to Jews and Judaism.

I would like to finish with the following words. We
want to tell the World, especially our Muslim neighbours.
that there is no hatred between Jew and Muslim. We
wish to live together as friends and neighbours as we
have done mostly over hundreds and even thousands of
years in all Arab countries.
It was only the advent of Zionists and Zionism which
upset this age old relationship.

The New World’s Order main agenda item is to
depopulate the World by any means possible. Wars.
They have created Monsanto who in the Vietnamese
war developed Agent Orange which killed many people
and made the land unproductive.

For the past twenty years Monsonto have gone into
the food business by genetically altering the seed with
Round up, a chemical that was firstly developed to kill
weeds. The product was developed was made into
cooking oils which in time will destroy the liver and
kidneys and turn to Cancer. There are safe good
cooking oils such as Olive oil, Coconut oil. On October
12th of this year there was a Worldwide demonstration
against Monsanto. There are many more ways that
these Fascist elements have created for their program
against the poor. I will expand on this in another article.

I recommend that every body read Shock Therapy
Capitalism, written by Naomi Klein a Canadian author. It
has been translated into 5 different languages.
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DID YOU KNOW?

(1) Authorities and scientists
in France Germany Italy and
Switzerland detected over
2 400 Microbecquerels of
Ionizing radiation in the global |
air- 1 000 time higher than is
the norm for humanity

(2) Due to the booming sales
of counter fit drugs. over
100.000 people are dying per .
year This trade is worth over
50 Billions pounds each year
worldwide but these pills - it |
was found out- are laced with
rat poison boric acid, lead
paint, floor wax. mercury and
even buck dust.

http.//Www mirror, uk/lifestyle/health-
waming

IS THIS THE FUTURE FOR
CANADA?

ARE TAR SANDS
DRIVING OBAMA TO
CONSIDER ANNEXING
CANADA?
By Nikolai Reninkov

The growing need of US
imperialism for fossil fuels, has
pushed the US Congress to pass
a law allowing US military
intervention in Canada in order
to seize the oil rich tar sands and
export it back to the United
States.

Some Western capitalist
countries are supporting and
funding this idea by the Obama
Administration to construct the
Keystone XL Pipeline, once the
energy hungry US government
has established a firm foothold in
the Fort McMurray areal

RAW MATERIALS DRIVE U.S.

so-called
voted for

two brain
tell .any

makes most
scratch their
international

not risk

As the old saying goes - you
cannot be half-pregnant — either
Russia’s foreign policy- is to stand up
to NATO and the New World Order
or just wait for any hand-outs that
Uncle Sam will throw Kremlin’s way.
But, Mr. .Putin should realize that the
ultimate aim of US
dismember Russia its-
insignificant regions
accomplish what the f-
like Krushchev, Yelts
and other turn-coats
Kremlin now wanted a.

We .know that
“communist China” also
sanctions.

Then, can anyone with
cells to put together,
difference between the policy of US
imperialism and its diktat to the
United Nations and Britain, France,
China or Russia?

No dear readers, there is no
difference overall, and the above
statement that was made by the
Russian Foreign Ministry is for its
own public relations, in order to try
and placate the Soviet people that
the Kremlin is standing up to US
Imperialism - that is all.

This is not “diplomacy” at all. You
CANNOT be two-faced in this
dangerous situation! This is nothing
but clever demagogy that is bound to
fail. '

Maybe the Russian Foreign
Ministry should talk- to the Iranian
people themselves and find out what
they really think of Russia’s
Foreign Policy! Most of them would
state that Russia’s Foreign Policy is
made and fine-tuned not in Moscow,
but in Washington.

ATO is to
into small
nd thus
ius traitors
Gorbachev
^re in the
ant.

According to March 27th despatch ,
from the Russian Information Agency |
Novosti - Moscow warned that the !
US Iran Plan policy that may spark a l
"clash of civilizations. ”

The despatch also said that
“Russian authorities have also beer
seriously alarmed by the USA plans
to deploy a missile shield in Centra
Europe to prevent possible strikes
from Iran or North Korea. ’

Also another bit of demagogy from
Putin’s Kremlin that
people of the world
heads: “ The
community should 
escalating the situation around
Iran and should wait for the US to
make good-faith effort to
normalize relations with Tehran”-
this is the statement from the
Russian Foreign Ministry and
signed by Putin himself.

Even the bourgeoisie press al
over the-world is daily reporting the
hasty preparations by President
Bush and US imperialism for an
attack on Iran. Even the New York
Times reported that the two US'"
aircraft carriers plus over 100 US
warships are cruising the waters of
the Persian Gulf plus the US fleet in
the Arabian Sea.

Doesn't the Russian’ Foreign
Ministry read these news items,
since these are press leaks by
Washington and the Pentagon to

; build up support, to terrorize the
i world, to prove that USA is building
- its New World Order without any
I opposition from the Big Five at the
i UN.
I The question that most people ask
i themselves now as things are
i dangerously developing is: "Why did
I Russia vote to impose sanctions

WHY THIS
DEMAGOGY
MR. PDTIN?

ACCORDING TO MISHKA



WE ARE GOING THUMB
SYRIA BECAUSE TREY
POISONED CMILIREN

PUTINS
COOPERATION
WTH OBAMA
MADEU.S.
IMPERIALISM
REASONABLE!

It has also come out that, last April, on his first
visit to Moscow as Secretary of State, John Kerry
met there with both Putin and with Russian
Foreign Minister Lavrov about “replicating the
potential model of Libya’s nuclear program which
in 2003 was removed under an international
agreement,” (Boston Globe, 9-11-13, p. A9) When
the U.S. and Western European imperialist-
led bombings and invasion of Libya took place
in 2011, the “securing” of the Libyan nuclear
program was just about completed, clearing the
way for the imperialist invasion and the defeat
and murder of Libyan leader, Moammar Gadhafi.
This is the path that U.S. imperialism and
(wittingly or unwittingly) Russia’s Putin have in
store for Syria’s Assad! Clearly, the international
community's seizure ot Syria's chemical weapons
stockpile is a step toward U.S. war and occupation
of Syria!

Excerpt from Ray -
O-Light Newsletter

interestingly, the Russian “initiative” evidently
came out of a private meeting between Obama
and Putin during the G-20 Summit in Moscow
last week. In expressing U.S. government outrage
that the Russian government harbored Edward
Snowden, the NSA whistleblower, Obama had
previously announced he would still go to Moscow
to attend the G-20 Summit meeting but would
refuse to meet with Putin w hile he was there. Now
it has been admitted that they not only met there
privately but together produced a new option for
< )bama on Syria.* They agreed to cooperate with
each other on an effort to take from the Syrian
government and “secure” the Syrian chemical
weapons stockpiles. Putin's cooperation with
Obama immediately allowed U.S. imperialism to
break out of its international isolation on Syria.

SO WNY DONI YOU
BOMB MONSANTO ?

RECORD PROTESTS
SWEEP BANGLADESH

: By S ARAH LAZARE

Over 50,000 workers demanded
“dignity” in the garment industry
where the great majority are female
workforce that face very dangerous
working conditions and the lowest
wages in the whole world

They shut down over a dozen
garment factories, they blocked.
Streets and occupied the squares.
They clashed with police who shot
at them with rubber bullets.

Bangladesh garment Industry is
the second largest in the whole
world. It is estimated that that there
are over 4 million wo ers in this
industry - but over 8) rcent are
women. These women kers earn

| less than $38 US per rh and a
I 10 hour working day.

The working conditions in the
factories are dang as was seen
when in April of 2013 a factory
collapsed and injured over 2,500
workers and killed 1,200 garment
workers.

CUBAN ATHELETS CAN
NOW BE BOUGHT AND

SOLD

I
 Cuba now is in the footsteps of

traitor Gorbachev.
Cuban athletes are now allowed

to sign contracts with foreign
teams for the first time in decades

and keep their money.

Under real Socialism people

are not a commodity to be

brought and sold.
Am I not correct comrade FidelCastro?

OBAMA DESERVES TO GET
THE NOBEL WAB PRICE!
FROM VOICE OF RUSSIA

President Morales of Bolivia has
deplored the fact that the Nobel
Committee made an error when
they awarded President Obama the
Nobel Peace in 2009 -insisting that
the award should have been
different - namely the Nobel War
Prize. President Morales stated that
since Obama became President
number of wars around the globe
have increased sharply, It seems
that President Obama feels that he
has the right to invade any country j
that has rich mineral resources, !
without seeking any United Nations ■
approval first! _______ , >

UNITED WE STAND!
DIVIDED WE FALL!
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

FROM WINSFORD
ENGLAND

Dear Michael
Hope everything is fine with you,

Helen and many other comrades
It has been a little while

since I wrote you but sadly my
younger brother Ken passed away.

I would like to make a donation
and also order a DVD from you -
The Battle of the Volga I enclose a

check for $30.
With my best wishes
Clifford F. Roe

FROM WINNIPEG,MANITOBA
CANADA

Dear Helen - Financial Secretary

Enclosed please find a cheque for
$75. Please extend my subscription
for two years. Please apply the
remaining $25 for the NSC
Sustaining Fund.

Northstar Compass is an
important alternative to the
corporate press, especially with
respect to international events and
the news from the former USSR.

I look forward to your next issue.
With comradely respect

Glen Wreggitt

FROM
AUSTRALIAN NSC FRIENDS

Dear comrades Helen and
Michael...

Just to let you know that health
wise I have some problems, but the
side effects did not turn me to
Prayers.

I'm still a Marxist Leninist and
defender of the Great Stalin.

Enclosed please find $475.00 for
NSC subscriptions and a donation.

I hope that you are still well
enough to keep fighting the great
fight!

Yours in the struggle,

RAY BERBLING

We all wish you dear comrade
speedy recovery!

FROM SUNDERLAND
ENGLAND

Dear Helen-
Enclosed is $85 for NSC for NSC

subscription and a donation, Hope
everything is well with all the
comrades.

Keep up the good work.

W. Hunt Vincent

FROM PRAGUE
CZECH REPUBLIC

; Dear comrades:
Here the results of the recent

i Parliamentary Elections in the
Czech Republic which saw 59% of

! the voters turn out.

I Social Democrats 50 Seats
Babis's Right-Wing 47 Seats

I Communist Party 33 Seats
I TOP 09 Party 26 Seats
I Civic Democrats 14 Seats

Senator Okamura 14 Seats
Christian People’s Party 14 Seats

Comradely yours
Vladimir Sedlacek
International Department of CP of
Bohemia and Moravia

HEY MR. PUTIN-
Back to the future.

Back the USSR

WHAT IS THE MOST OFTEN QUESTION ASKED OF NORTHSTAR

When will all Communist Parties in former
USSR unite against the present capitalist

regimes?

FROM WELLINGTON
NEW ZEALAND - NZ Herald

YOU CAN FOOL SOME PEOPLE SOME OF THE TIME BUT...

Afghan Involvement -

Your correspondent Susan Lawrence argues that because some
New Zealanders want to serve in the NZ Armed Forces, rather than
wringing their hand over some nearly extinct frogs - this justifies New
Zealand being embroiled in the “anti-terrorist" operations in Afghanistan.
That is utterly illogical.

NZ as a sovereign nation, we should be asking whether our interests
are being served by this exposure of our troops. The reality is that we are
not in Afghanistan to promote peace or fight any terrorists.

We are there at the strong bidding of our military masters, the United
> States- which has once again got itself entangled in a war that it cannot
I win!

Our New Zealand politicians use macho phrases like “not cutting
I and running" to gloss over the fact that our soldiers are needlessly
I exposed to danger to fight a war that cannot be won, in a country that
i does not wish to host them.

We can call the Taliban fighters insurgents, while naming ^urselver s
peacekeepers - all we like. The fact is that they are native Afghans
are defending and dieing for their country - while we are the invade :

We need to wake up to reality we have been led into - and bring
i troops back home.
i
; P.J. Houlaham Titiranqi   ......
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FROM TORONTO
CANADA

Unfortunately I was not able to
make the Great November 7th
celebration due to heath problem. I
heard that the event was a success
as it deserves to be

Capitalism is once again
morphing into fascism, as it always
does And because fascists always
only care about their own greed,
prestige and power, and not at all
about the welfare or even survival
of most others, most others come to
suffer and they finally rebel.

A second socialist revolution is
long overdue!

Best wishes
Barrie Zwicker

FROM RALEIGH. NC
USA

Dear comrades:
Sorry for the delay in renewing

my NSC. We have been busier than
usual down here in our work in
People's Advocates" here in North

Carolina.
Enclosed is a donation of $50 -

and I hope to send you something
extra next month.

James Grant

FROM TORONTO
CANADA

Dear comrades;
Enclosed is $100 donation

towards the $30,000. NSC
Sustaining Fund and the work that is
being done for friendship and
solidarity with the Soviet people. ■

Let there be peace! Onwards
towards the rebirth of the USSR and
Socialism!

Lloyd Redstone

FROM
INDIA

Dear comrades:
The Political Bu- iu of the

Communist Party of lr ■ (Marxist)
Congratulates the scie ;s and the
entire staff of the in Space

Research Organization for the
successful launch of India s first
probe to Mars. This will give a big
boost to the scientific and
technological development of the
country.

Polit Bureau of the CPI (M)

FROM PATRIOT, OH
USA

Thank you for he back issues of
NSC and Ideological Fightback and
invitation to join the USFSP. NSC is
wonderful and much better than any
digital copy, simply because I can
hold and feel NSC in my hands!

It is good to know that that there
is still a powerful enclave of
Marxists-Leninists.

Long life to you comrades-
The capitalists will never snuff out

the flames of freedom that resides in
every worker!

May the proletariat rise up against
the bourgeois leaders in another
Glorious Revolution!

Nikolai Reninkov

P.S. This is my pseudonym, as were
the Great Leaders - Lenin and
Stalin!

FROM NEW YORK
USA

Dear Editor:
Last month I worked as a poll

worker at my local voting site
Broadway Grant House in
Manhattan. During a break, I cast
my vote for a Third Party candidate,
Tom Gronowicz, a candidate for
Mayor of the Green Party,

At the end of the night, when the
two election Scanners put out the
tape with the printed results which
were then taped on the wall - I
then looked at the printed election
results. Both the Election Scanners
had "Tony Gronowicz at “O votes.

So my vote and others who
voted for Tony WERE NOT
COUNTED!

Many people have speculated
that the Scanners are very easy to
program to alter the election results,
without the voter knowing it My
experience seems to confirm this.

GREETINGS FROM
AUCPB-RUSSIA

Dear comrades.
Greetings on the Anniversary ■

■ of the Great October Socialist
Revolution to all comrades :
dedicated to friendship and

• solidarity with the Soviet People.
Enclosed please find some

I issues of our publications for our ■
I information.

Comradely yours-
I

Nina Andreeva
General Secretary of the
AUCPB
Maevsky
Secretary of CC AUCPB

I

Have the scanners been
programmed to undercount votes for i
progressive third party candidates?

I plan to report this to the Board
of Elections as well as to make this
public as widely as possible.

Sincerely

i George Gruenthal Poll worker
#279642

IS THIS AMERICAN DEMOCRACY ?
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| friendship news

SOCIALIST REVOLITION
Members and friends of the i
2FSP and Northstar Compass I
gathered to celebrate the 96"'
Anniversary of the great
October Socialist Revolution at
•he Friendship House in Toronto, i

: Canada and were treated to a
. by all guests present.

At the head table there were
Michael Lucas, Editor of NSC
and Chairman of the
international Council- Frank
Trampus, Vice Chairman of the
Toronto CFSP.

Frank Trampus the Vice
; Chairman of the CFSP spoke

and outlined the history of that
i .great event, not only for the

Soviet people, but for all of the
humanity.

There followed a film showing
i "Chronicle of October 1917'’
: which was enjoyed by all
’ present. After that there was
> held a raffle of prizes for the'
: guests.

While Soviet music was
playing, all of the guests were

invited to a very substantial
I Buffet and refreshments.

Many toasts were proposed to
the October Revolution and to

• the rebirth of the Soviet Union
and Socialism.

Entertainment followed by
. Kosta Parousis and Vasili Julea,
■ many guests joined in singing
; songs- danced in a very joyous
| mood at this event dedicated to
i the October Socialist Revolution.

In conclusion Helen Lucas,
; Financial Secretary thanked the

all guests for their financial
contribution to this event.
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